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A B S TR AC T   
In recent years, the oceans debris is increased because of human’s activity. Especially, the plastic 

debris, such as plastic bottles, is not biodegradable, and therefore those are creating serious 

environmental problems. The ocean debris collecting in the world is done through volunteer 

activities. However, these activities require a lot of time and labor. In this research, we proposed 

a method of ocean debris collecting USV operation method. Also, we designed and developed a 

USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicle) for the purpose of autonomous oceans debris collecting 

mission and evaluated the developed ocean debris collecting device. In the development of USV, 

electronic parts, which are to operate the mission autonomously, were selected. Then, each 

electronic part was placed inside the waterproof box according to the designed power and 

communication system diagram. In the development of oceans debris collecting device, we 

designed a belt conveyor type device. A motor was selected to rotate the device and a decelerator, 

which used the planetary gear mechanism, was designed. To evaluate the performance of the 

developed ocean debris collecting device, we tested various types of plastic bottles in tank 

environment. As a result of the experiment, the developed USV collected various types of plastic 

bottles with a 47.7% probability. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the increase in ocean debris cause serious 

problems such as damage to marine ecosystems, damage 

to marine tourism industry, fisheries, and biodiversity 

loss. Especially, the ocean plastic wastes, such as plastic 

bottles, cannot be naturally decomposed, so it continues 

to increase worldwide as ocean plastic debris [1], [2], [3], 

[4]. To reduce of these damages, many volunteers and 

workers clean the coastal area [5], [6], [7]. However, this 

cleanup method is required a lot of cost such as financial 

cost, time, and manpower. Recently, marine robotics 

system can be mentioned as a solution to this situation 

because the USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicle) can easily 

approach ocean plastic debris and work over a large 

ocean area for a long time [8], [9], [10].  
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In this paper, we designed and developed a USV, which 

is called MIROCA (Maritime Intelligence Robot for 

Ocean Cleaning Assistance), to collect ocean plastic 

debris autonomously. Also, we evaluated the developed 

ocean debris collection performance by the experiment, 

which employed various types of plastic bottles, in the 

tank environment. 

2. Development of Ocean Debris Collecting USV 

We propose a method to collect oceans debris using USV 

and UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) in Fig.1. 

As shown in Fig.1, the proposed operation method is 

composed 6 steps. In the first step, the UAV patrols the 

set ocean area while take GPS data and ocean surface 

images which include ocean debris. The UAV send GPS 

data and ocean surface images to computer at USV base 

in the second step. In the third step, the computer uses the 

sent data to calculate information, such as the location, 

type, size and number of the ocean debris, and then the 

information is sent to USV. The USV moves to the debris 

location, and then USV collects the ocean debris in the 

fourth step. In the fifth step, the USV moves to next the 

debris location and collects the ocean debris when the 

fourth step is completed. In the final step, when the USV 

has collected all the ocean debris in the photographed 

ocean area by UAV, it returns to the USV base. 

We design and develop an USV which can operate these 

steps in Fig.1. 

2,1. Design condition and specifications of USV 

The USV is necessary several condition to operate the 

proposed ocean debris collecting method in Fig.1. The 

design conditions of ocean debris collecting USV are 

described below. 

(i) Omnidirectional movement on the ocean surface 

(ii) Equipment of ocean debris collecting device 

(iii) Equipment of sensors and process unit for 

automounts debris collecting mission 

The designed ocean debris collecting USV, which 

considered the design conditions, is shown in Fig.2, and 

top and side view of designed ocean debris collecting 

USV is shown in Fig.3. 

As shown in Fig.2, the designed ocean debris collecting 

USV is consists of collecting device, debris box, cameras, 

wi-fi router, buoyancy and waterproof box. 

As shown in Fig.3, the thrusters for omnidirectional 

movement are diagonally mounted to consider design 

condition (i), and the ocean debris collecting device is 

equipped on the front of USV for the design condition (ii). 

Also, the waterproof box is mounted to arrange electronic 

components such as sensors, battery and process unit to 

design condition (iii). 

The power and communication system diagram, which 

include electronic components inside of the waterproof 

box, is shown in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 3.  Top and side view of designed ocean debris collecting 

USV 

 

Fig. 1.  The proposed ocean debris collecting operation method 

using UAV and USV 

 

Fig. 2.  Overview of designed ocean debris collecting USV 
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As shown in Fig.4, 14.8[V] Li-ion battery is employed as 

the main power source, and then DC 12[V] and DC 5[V] 

are transformed by the DC-to-DC converters. The 

network cameras, which contain power source and Wi-Fi 

communication board, are equipped as the front camera 

and back camera. The IMU and GPS sensor are 

communicated using USB serial communication to the 

computer. The computer, which contain I/O port, is send 

the PWM signal to motor drivers to operate the thrusters 

and ocean debris collecting device. The detail of 

designed ocean debris collecting USV is shown in Table 

1. 

As shown in Table 1, the size of designed USV is 1.9[m] 

x 1.2[m] x 1.3[m], and the weight is 35[kg].  

2.2 Development of ocean debris collecting device 

The ocean debris collecting device, which is equipped on 

the front of USV, was developed with the motif of a belt  

 

 

 

conveyor. The designed collecting device is shown in 

Fig.5.  

As shown in Fig.5, the designed collecting device is 

composed of brushes, belt and the decelerator with a 

motor. The brushes are carried ocean debris on the belt, 

and then the belt is moved to the debris box. The 

decelerator with a motor is necessary to rotate the belt 

which is need high torque. Before the motor selection and 

design of the decelerator, we calculated the necessary 

torque to operate the ocean debris collecting device. The 

force toward driving direction of ocean debris collecting 

device can be defined as follows: 

 

(1) 

where F is force toward driving direction, Fb is external 

force on the brushes by the fluid resistance, mb is mass of 

belt, g is gravitational acceleration, μ is coefficient of 

friction of belt, α is belt conveyor tilt angle and mw is 

maximum collectable mass of ocean debris. In the 

designed collecting device, Fb was 8[N], mb was 3[kg], α 

was 30[deg.], μ was 0.492, which is made by PLA [11], 

and mw was 10[kg], therefore the F was about 105[N].  

The load torque for rotation of ocean debris collecting 

device can be defined as follows: 

𝐹 = 𝐹𝑏 +
𝑚𝑏

2
∙ 𝑔 ∙ 𝜇 cos𝛼 +𝑚𝑤(sin𝛼 + 𝜇 cos𝛼) 

 

Fig. 4.  Overview of power and communication system 

diagram for ocean debris collecting USV 

 

Fig. 5.  Overview of designed ocean debris collecting device 

Table 1.  Detail of designed ocean debris collecting USV 

Detail Values 

Size 1.9m×1.2m×1.3m 

Weight 35kg 

Sensors IMU, GPS, Camera×2 

Computer LattePanda alpha 864s 

Equipment Thruster×4, Wi-Fi Router, Collecting Device 

Battery 14.8 V Li-ion battery 
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(2) 

where τL is the load torque, D is diameter of gear, ηb is 

efficiency of belt mechanism and i is reduction ratio of 

designed decelerator. 

In the designed collecting device, D was 0.03[m], s was 

factor of safety, ηb was 0.7 and i was 10. As a result, the 

τL was about 0.45[Nm].  

Therefore, we selected a motor, which can output more 

than 0.45[Nm], and designed a decelerator to output the 

about 1:10 reduction ratio. 

The detail of selected a motor shown in Table 2.  

As shown in Table 2, we select a BLDC motor which 

output 0.5[Nm] as the maximum torque to rotate the 

designed ocean debris collecting device. 

The designed decelerator to output about 1:10 reduction 

ratio is shown in Fig. 6. 

As shown in Fig.6, the designed decelerator employed 

the planetary gear mechanism because it is compact and 

provide high power density in comparison to standard 

parallel axis gear trains [12]. 

The reduction ratio of designed decelerator can be 

defined as follows: 

where za is number of teeth of the sun gear, zc is number 

of internal gear teeth and ηi is efficiency of decelerator.  

In the designed decelerator, za was 12, zc was 42 and ηi 

was 0.7. Therefore, the i was about 10. The developed 

USV, which is mounted the developed ocean debris 

collecting device, is shown in Fig. 7. 

As shown in Fig.7, the ocean debris collecting device is 

mounted on the front side of USV. User can access to 

USV inside the computer via the Wi-Fi router and whole 

the electronic parts in the system diagram, which is 

shown in Fig.4, could be confirmed the operation. The 

operation scene of collecting device, which is mounted 

USV, is shown in Fig. 8. 

The brushes on the belt are rotated by decelerator, and the 

plastic bottles on the surface are carried to colleting box 

as shown in Fig. 8. 

𝜏𝐿 =
𝐹 ∙ 𝐷 ∙ 𝑠

2 ∙ 𝜂𝑏 ∙ 𝑖
 

 

Fig. 6.  Overview of the developed decelerator 

 

Fig. 7.  Overview of the ocean debris collecting USV 

Table 2.  Detail of selected a motor for collecting device 

Detail Values 

Operating voltage 6V ~ 20V 

Maximum ampere 22A 

Maximum torque 0.5Nm 

RPM/V 490 RPM/V 

 

 

(3) 𝑖 =  
𝑧𝑎

𝑧𝑎 + 𝑧𝑐
∙ 𝜂𝑖 

2
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3. Evaluation experiment of ocean debris 

collecting device with USV 

We experiment the developed ocean debris collecting 

device with USV using the various size plastic bottles to 

check the collecting properties of device. 

The detail of experiment is shown in Fig.9. 

As shown in Fig. 9, the USV move toward a plastic bottle 
while operating the collecting device. For the evaluation, 

we set experimental condition about plastic bottle type, 

attitude and amount of water inside. For the condition of 

plastic bottle type, we employed 5 types of plastic bottles, 

which have different amount, such as 350, 500, 750, 1000, 

1500 and 2000[ml]. For the condition of plastic bottle 

attitude, we set 3 angle of plastic bottles such as 0, 45 and 

90 [deg.]. For the condition of amount of water inside, 

 

Fig. 8.  Operation scene of ocean debris collecting device 

 

Fig. 9.  Detail of debris collecting experiment 

Table 3.  Experimental result of whole condition 

Bottle type 
Inside 

condition 

Angle 

[deg.] 

Collecting 

rate [%] 

350ml 

Empty  

0 50 

45 40 

90 50 

50% filled  

0 60 

45 40 

90 10 

500ml 

Empty  

0 80 

45 60 

90 30 

50% filled  

0 50 

45 30 

90 30 

750ml 

Empty  

0 80 

45 70 

90 50 

50% filled  

0 40 

45 30 

90 10 

1500ml 

Empty  

0 80 

45 70 

90 90 

50% filled  

0 60 

45 50 

90 10 

2000ml 

Empty  

0 80 

45 50 

90 30 

50% filled  

0 30 

45 50 

90 20 
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we set 2 amount such as empty and 50% filled. The 

distance between USV and plastic bottle is 0.3[m] as 

shown in Fig.8. Each experimental condition was 

replicated 10 times. The experimental result is shown in 

the table 3.  

As the result in Table 3, the average collecting rates for 

whole conditions was 47.7%. Also, collecting rates was 

67% when the angle of plastic bottles was set 0[deg.] 

which is horizontal position with the USV.  

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we designed and developed the ocean 

debris collecting USV and the developed ocean debris 

collecting device was evaluated using the plastic bottles 

of various type in the tank environment.  

The reason for the focus on plastic bottles is that it 

accounted for the second largest number of ocean 

garbage worldwide [6]. Then, the plastic debris are 

caused the micro plastic problems [1], [2]. For this reason, 

we have selected plastic bottles as the important collect 

target and experimented. 

In the USV development part, we designed the power and 

communication system to enable autonomous operation. 

In the ocean debris collecting device development part, 

we designed the belt conveyor type device and the 

decelerator of planetary gear mechanism to operate the 

designed ocean debris collecting device.  

 By the experiment, it has been confirmed that the 

developed USV could collect the target with a simple 

forward motion. As the results, the average collecting 

rates for whole conditions was 47.7% and the average 

collecting rates was 67% when the angle of plastic bottles 

was set 0[deg.] which is horizontal position with the USV. 

Also, the average collecting rates was 74% when the 

bottle was empty, and the angle was set 0[deg.]. 

Therefore, to improve the collecting rate, it is necessary 

to control the posture of USV and the debris. From these 

experimental results, it is expected that a strategy for 

autonomous collection of marine debris will be possible 

as the future work.  

For the ocean environment operation, self-localization, 

navigation during the influence of waves, such as 

collection motion and obstacle avoidance, are required. 

Also, we will modify the USV to collect various type of 

debris as the future work. 

 In the future, we will solve these problems and try to 

make practical use of the USV for ocean debris collecting 

operations. 
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